UPCOMING EVENTS
All Events will be on Zoom.
Please register on the OIP Events Calendar for more details. Facebook Live @kumcoip will also be available.

Foundations of Global Health:
“Lessons Learned from THEM” by Dr. Mani Modale Mani
Thursday, April 1 | 12:00-12:45 p.m.

KUMC Community Conversations-Listen to Understand:
Conversations at the Heart of Homelessness
a Historical Perspective on Homelessness in America
presented by Dr. Beverly Daniel Tatum
Friday, April 9 | 12:00-1:00 p.m.

KUMC Community Conversations-Turning the Page
Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?
by Dr. Beverly Daniel Tatum
Chapters 6-7
Tuesday, April 13 | 12:00-12:50 p.m.

Foundations of Global Health:
“International Exchange between Peru, Ghana and the USA”
by Dr. Anthony Kovac
Thursday, April 15 | 12:00-12:45 p.m.

Clinical Culture and Diversity Series
“Dehumanization and the Symbolic Gaze Production of Biomedical Knowledge” presented by Dr. Jason Glenn
Tuesday, April 20 | 12:00-1:00 p.m.

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Award Ceremony
Thursday, April 29
11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

NEW PROCESS FOR SHARING ITEMS FOR SALE
OIP has a new process for sharing items for sale by members of the international community. Instead of being emailed out, OIP will post the listings on a Padlet. Once an item is sold, the seller will need to let OIP know so we may remove the item.

TRAVEL REGISTRATION

HIGHLIGHTING INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
We would like to celebrate the contributions in the areas of innovation, expertise, diversity, and culture internationals bring to our KUMC community by highlighting individuals. View the highlights here.

SAFETY FIRST
Being a part of the KUMC community is a truly rewarding experience. While we enjoy our time on campus it is important to keep safety in mind. Here are some safety tips:

- Be aware of your surroundings. Avoid being on your mobile phone as this can be a distraction.
- Have money and other valuables put away.
- Walk with one or more people after hours. If you do not have someone to walk with there is a Shuttle Bus Service and The University Police Department provides an escort service.
- If a situation arises Campus Blue Phones are available.

Blue phones are a direct line to the University of Kansas Medical Center police dispatcher. If you need help but cannot speak, leave the blue phone off the hook. The Dispatcher will automatically know your location. An Officer will be dispatched if there is any indication you need help. Blue phones can also be used for non-emergencies to request an escort and to request a motorist assist. List of Blue Phone Locations.

SCAM WARNING
We have been hearing reports of several international students at KU-Lawrence and across the nation who have been targeted by scammers and had their money stolen through various elaborate scams. Please read this message from the KU Legal Student Services Office (LSS).

Scammers are continuing to target students, and international students in particular. If you get a phone call, text or email from someone claiming to be law enforcement (police, FBI, etc.), immigration agent (ICE, DHS, USCIS, etc.), IRS (taxes), or any other U.S. or foreign government agency, contact Legal Services for Students (LSS) FIRST before giving out any personal information. NEVER send money or give out bank information to anyone who calls and asks for it. If you feel that you were scammed, please contact LSS as well for support.

LSS is completely confidential and free to KU students.
Contact: legals@ku.edu or 785-864-5665

Please note that if you are a visiting scholar, researcher, or employee of KUMC, you can still reach out to LSS for assistance. You can also always contact our office if you have any questions or concerns about this. We are here to support and help you.

Please also note these additional resources:
KUMC Public Safety,KU Legal Student Services, KUMC Information Resources, KUMC Information Resources-Security, KUMC (Unemployment Insurance Fraud), KU Information Technology, Kansas Department of Revenue, USCIS (Immigration), Social Security Administration (SSA)
(KUMC intranet websites will need KUMC credentials to login)